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Address for your sat-nav device:
Wolfsklamm Parking (fee required!)
Oberdorf 73 • A-6135 Stans

Location & getting here
Wolfsklamm Gorge is located in the heart of Tyrol
in Stans in the Karwendel Silver Region,
and can be easily accessed by car, train or bus.

4mengroup.com | Photography: Archive Wolfsklamm, David Schreyer, shutterstock.com
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Several opportunities for free parking are available in
Stans. You can park your car at Stans football grounds,
Stans railway station, or next to Laurentius Church.
ÖBB (Austrian Rail) regional trains stop directly
at Stans station. Public bus services also
take you to Stans in Tyrol.

Further information:
Karwendel Silver Region
Münchner Straße 11 • A-6130 Schwaz
T +43 5242 63 24 0 • info@silberregion-karwendel.com

www.wolfsklamm.tirol

www.wolfsklamm.tirol

St. Georgenberg

WOLFSKLAMM GORGE IN STANS IN TYROL
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Day trip destination and hike

Approximately 350 steps, timber bridges and
galleries carved into the rock lead upwards to the
pilgrimage monastery of St. Georgenberg, the oldest
place of pilgrimage in Tyrol.

This adventurous hike leads over steps, ridges and
rocky canyons alongside impressive waterfalls, an
experience that is sure to make the heart of every hiker
skip a beat. The trail is easy to begin with - the real
spectacle begins after around 20 minutes - when the
water’s sheer power can be experienced at a close,
yet safe distance, on the way to an idyllic stream bed,
where you can relax, play and have fun.

The hosts of the St. Georgenberg pilgrimage church
restaurant pamper visitors with delicious and traditional
dishes from the region in the idyllic beer garden.
The walk from Stans to St. Georgenberg takes
around one and a half hours. You can return via
the Way of the Cross over „Weng“ or „Maria Tax“.

Suitable for families with children & experienced hikers
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Roaring waters
A JEWEL IN THE ALPS

The Wolfsklamm Gorge impresses nature lovers
with thundering waterfalls, emerald green pools
and a refreshing, rising mist.
Roaring water torrents, the burbling of Stanser Brook and
swaying bridges ensure the hike through Tyrol’s most
beautiful gorge is a truly memorable experience.
All the more so in summer, as the gorge is
refreshingly cool.

Level of difficulty........................................................................moderate
Length........................................................................................6 kilometers
Elevation......................................................................................350 metres
Duration............................................................................................... 3 hours
Starting point........................................................................................ Stans
Fitness level..................................................................................moderate
Route: Stans - Wolfsklamm - St. Georgenberg Pilgerweg (Pilgrim’s Trail) to Weng - Stans

Recreation village
STANS IN TYROL

The sun-blessed village of Stans with its 2,000 residents
is located near the district capital of Schwaz and is the
ideal starting point for hikes in the Karwendel Mountains.

ENTRY FEE TO COVER GORGE MAINTENANCE

The village is favoured as a starting point for the
Karwendel Tour by beginners and experienced hikers
alike. Rugged peaks, as well as lush alpine meadows are
your constant companions through the Nature Park.

Adults...................................................................................................... € 5,00
Groups (from 10 persons)..............................................................€ 3,50
Children (6 to 14 years old)...........................................................€ 1,50

Next to the famous Wolfsklamm Gorge, Maria Tax Chapel
and the imposing Tratzberg Castle (see picture on the
left) are also popular day trip destinations.

Dogs are allowed in Wolfsklamm Gorge!

